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1. You will need to write a complex sentence that contains contrast.

 Example:  Although I studied hard for the test, I didn’t pass.

2. You will need to write a compound sentence that contains contrast; this  
compound sentence must have a semicolon and the transition however.

 Example: Yesterday was sunny and warm; however, today it is raining.

3. You will need to combine two sentences to form one complex sentence.

 Example: The dog sniffed the new food. The food soon disappeared.
   Complex sentence:  After the dog sniffed the new food, it soon disappeared.

4. You will need to combine two sentences by transforming the second sentence into a 
participial phrase. You will need to rearrange the sentence so that the participial phrase is 
close to the noun it modifies.

 Example of a participial phrase in the wrong place: 
I stepped into the dilapidated shack that was located within the forest, shaking with fear. 
Is the forest shaking or are you shaking?

 Example of a participial phrase placed next to the noun it modifies:
Shaking with fear, I stepped into the dilapidated shack that was located within the forest. 
Here, it is clear that you are shaking. Turn the page over. ➩

My student has studied all of the components on this study sheet and is 
ready for the promotion test.

Please Note: This study sheet must be returned with a parent signature by 
the day of the test; otherwise, the test will need to be rescheduled.

For more information on our Motivation System, please visit our website, www.beyondacademicsinc.com

  ________________________________
    Parent Signature

 It’s getting close to the time that you will take your promotion test, you lucky kid, 
you. In all seriousness—you actually are fortunate. You’re learning valuable facts, gaining 
proficiency at implementing writing techniques, and you have us to support your 
efforts—you are a lucky kid, you.

 Strive to take the test before you reach the end of your current promotion page. To do 
so, your parent must schedule a time with the front office. You may take the test before 
your class meets, after your class has ended, or even on a day that you do not have class.

 When your teacher stamps the test with her/his approval, you will become a 
Scintillating Sorcerer and will be eligible for your prize. Plus, your name will be added to 
the ceremony list. Good Studying!



5. You will need to add correct punctuation to several sentences.

 Example without punctuation:  Because my soup was cold I heated it in the microwave
With punctuation: Because my soup was cold, I heated it in the microwave.

6. You will need to identify that clauses and who clauses and label subjects and verbs.

 Example: The willow tree that is in our front yard drops small branches on the ground.

7. You will need to list the eight being verbs.

  is     are     am     was     were     be     being     been

8. You will need to list the seven coordinating conjunctions that are used to write a compound 
sentence.

  and     but     or     nor     for     yet     so

9. You will need to list six subordinating conjunctions that are used to write a complex 
sentence.

  when      while      before      as      after      until      since    
 because      if      although      whereas      even though      while

10. You will need to read an article, decide which side to support, plan a thesis plus 
two supporting details, and write a short paragraph. The paragraph should include 
sentence variation, transitions or transitional phrases, and a conclusion.
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